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TIM BURCHETT (R-TN-02)
Member, House Foreign Affairs Committee; Member, House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepTimBurchett/status/1324752923897831424

My statement on the current situation with the 2020 Presidential Election. Every legal ballot must be counted through a transparent process.

11:38 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1325308544820842496

I guess I need more coffee.

12:25 AM · Nov 8, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Great!

Georgia's election result will include legally cast ballots - and ONLY legally cast ballots. Period.

Trust but verify.

How are we supposed to trust this especially after this fraudulent election we just went through.
If you send me to a gulag I want the top bunk and I have a great recipe for gruel.

Jennifer ‘America is Back’ Rubin @JRubinBlogger · Nov 6, 2020
Any R now promoting rejection of an election or calling to not to follow the will of voters or making baseless allegations of fraud should never serve in office, join a corporate board, find a faculty position or be accepted into “polite” society. We have a list.

11:06 AM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Hey Catie Text Trump to 88022 @CatieGus · Nov 17, 2020
Replying to @timburchett
Really SAD that some people who buy into this PROPAGANDA of FEAR. Don’t Realize this might be a Last Thanksgiving for Many… BTW Tim.. Why does TN Use DOMINION SOFTWARE SYSTEMS AND SMARTMATIC VOTING MACHINES? Who Lobbyed for them? INQUIRING MINDS WANT TO KNOW.
https://twitter.com/RepTimBurchett/status/1340360164851986432

Rep. Tim Burchett 📱 @RepTimBurchett · Dec 19, 2020
Well, this might complicate things for @SpeakerPelosi & @HouseDemocrats. 
#2005vs2020

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1346541119295942656

Tim Burchett 📱@timburchett

Imagine the tolerant left running me down for my degree in Education.

Covid RN 🌞 @ansue67 · Jan 5
Replying to @PCritty and @timburchett
Expect #LittleTimmy to follow along with the rest of the #GOPSeditiousTraitors If he goes to trial for sedition he’ll just say that he’s not a lawyer. Elementary education school didn’t prepare him for all that legal talk.

2:36 PM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1347270307946622978

Can you prove this?

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1349388427511345161

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1352585106301587464

But wait, ANTIFA doesn’t exist.

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1353350017722015744

6:53 AM · Jan 22, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/timburchett/status/1353350017722015744

Tim Burchett 🔄
@timburchett

Yes

Debra Young Maggart ΦΜ @debramaggart · Jan 24
But when they do it it’s not treason, sedition, unpatriotic, anti- democracy, etc. 😞
#gaslighters #blameshifters twitter.com/timburchett/st...
SCOTT DESJARLAIS (R-TN-04)  
Member, House Armed Services Committee; Member, House Agriculture Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/tndesjarlais/status/1324848428258676739

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais

The House Republican Caucus just finished a two-hour call with our leadership and the president’s team.

We requested a call from the Trump-Pence team to clarify messaging throughout the conference and are addressing legitimate claims.

5:57 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

Replying to @tndesjarlais

We are sorting through all the evidence being presented about potential electoral issues, and our team is working on specific identifiable issues that can be challenged in the courts.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

Like all things on social media, we need to make sure we are working on real issues and not unverified rumors and stories that will hurt the legitimacy of our efforts.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

My campaign team coordinated a nationwide call with the Trump-Pence team yesterday to make sure members in swing states are getting out in front of the cameras at counting centers. Trust me, we are working 24/7 on this.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

I joined Michael DelGiorno on Supertalk 99.7 this morning to discuss the election and the attempt at conservative voter suppression by pollsters. I also have put out statements to local news outlets so that my constituents know we are still in this fight together.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

Also, I am working with several of my House Republican colleagues to send a letter today to United States Attorney General Bill Barr to get the Department of Justice involved.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

I know it’s so frustrating to watch this mail-in ballot scheme unfold. We all resisted it, including the President.

Scott DesJarlais @tndesjarlais · Nov 6, 2020

We have legal teams in every swing state as we speak. This election is within 1% in at least 4 swing states that are trying to count us out.
https://twitter.com/tndesjarlais/status/1325070876669259776

Scott DesJarlais
@tndesjarlais

For people who have reached out and asked how to help financially...

STAND WITH PRESIDENT TRUMP!
Please contribute ANY AMOUNT to the Official Election Defense Fund
got_secure.winred.com

8:41 AM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/tndesjarlais/status/1325155487051100160

Scott DesJarlais
@tndesjarlais

Despite some calls in the media - which have been itching to call a race against President Trump for over 4 years now and given the number of close states in which numbers flipped by the narrowest of margins...

2:17 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Scott DesJarlais
@tndesjarlais · Nov 7, 2020

Replying to @tnesjarlais

it's appropriate that all of these outstanding electoral matters are investigated and reviewed in a transparent process.

Americans deserve no less than a process in which a result can be trusted as legitimate.
I have long supported and been engaged with the Trump campaign, and I also have concerns about the conduct and transparency of many of the electoral processes in several states during the most recent election.

1:31 PM · Jan 3, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Scott DesJarlais @DesJarlaisTN04 · Jan 3

An overwhelming number of people in Tennessee’s Fourth Congressional District have asked for a full debate and vote, and I believe that the questions raised are worthy of discussion, evaluation, and debate by the House before a vote for certification.

Scott DesJarlais @DesJarlaisTN04 · Jan 3

I have agreed to join the effort to see this happen on January 6th.
Today I will object to the certification of some states’ Electoral College votes. I believe the American people deserve a debate and investigation into voting irregularities during the 2020 election.

7:08 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

My constituents have made it explicitly clear to me that they want the assurance of a free and fair election.

At the very least it is my hope that this is a catalyst for change in our current election practices to make them more secure.
CHUCK FLEISCHMANN (R-TN-03)
Member, House Appropriations Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1324505777915129858

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

I stand with President @realDonaldTrump. We need transparency in our election system. What we’re seeing is fraud, and it must be stopped.

7:16 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · TweetDeck

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1324726717009842176 – Highlights added by staff.

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

Our primary concern in this election has been protecting the sanctity of the ballot box. Read my statement on the presidential election below:

Congressman Chuck Fleischmann’s Statement On The President...
Paid for by Chuck Fleischmann for Congress Committee, Inc., Randall Hebert, Treasurer
Chuckforcongress.com

9:53 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Chattanooga, TN - As the 2020 Presidential Election results continue to be counted, Congressman Chuck Fleischmann released the following statement:

“Our primary concern in this election has been protecting the sanctity of the ballot box. Just as President Donald Trump has said all along, universal mail-in voting provides opportunity for voter fraud, and that’s been apparent throughout this election,” said Congressman Fleischmann. “The states that are still counting votes must increase transparency to ensure the American people have complete faith in our electoral process. I continue to stand with President Trump during this process, and encourage my fellow Republicans to do the same.”
I agree with President @realDonaldTrump: every LEGAL vote must be counted. You can do your part by donating to the President's legal defense fund here:

2021 SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIP
We're showing President Trump an updated membership roster before the end of the year
🔗 secure.winred.com
America needs confidence in a fair & transparent system.

Every legal vote should be counted; illegal votes should not.

All credible allegations of fraud should be investigated & handled by the courts. 1/2

11:20 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Ensuring confidence & transparency in our institutions should not be a partisan issue, 2/2
President @realDonaldTrump has said all along, universal mail-in voting provides an opportunity for voter fraud. We know that’s been apparent throughout this election process.

Learn how voting by mail is safe and secure

GOP Poll Watcher Alleges Fraud at Detroit Ballot-Counting Center
A Michigan lawyer who worked Tuesday’s election as a Republican poll watcher is alleging ballot-counting fraud in Detroit.

breitbart.com

5:15 PM - Nov 6, 2020 - TweetDeck
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1324849053314748428

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

Big Tech is censoring conservative voices yet again.

We must ensure our conservative voices are heard and provide transparency in our election process.

President @realDonaldTrump has said all along, universal mail-in voting provides an opportunity for voter fraud. We know that’s been apparent throughout this election process.

6:00 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App
The states that are still counting votes must increase transparency to ensure the American people have complete faith in our electoral process. I continue to stand with President @realDonaldTrump during this process.

I’m with @realDonaldTrump, and I believe Americans should have transparency in their election process. RT if you agree.

I stand with President @realDonaldTrump and his team, who are working to ensure Americans have a fair and transparent election process.
https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1325910786091397122

Chuck Fleischmann  @chuck4congress

I agree with President @realDonaldTrump. Americans deserve transparency in their electoral process. Every LEGAL vote must be counted.

4:19 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · TweetDeck

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1325956335930904577

Chuck Fleischmann  @chuck4congress

I stand with President @realDonaldTrump. RT if you agree!

7:20 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · TweetDeck

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1326213279199469568

Chuck Fleischmann  @chuck4congress

We must protect the sanctity of the ballot box. I continue to stand with President @realDonaldTrump as he and his team work to ensure the American people have complete faith in our electoral process.

12:21 PM · Nov 10, 2020 · TweetDeck

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1326294816322326529

Chuck Fleischmann  @chuck4congress

I stand with President @realDonaldTrump - every vote legally cast must be counted.

Pass it on.

5:45 PM · Nov 10, 2020 · TweetDeck
Thank you, President @realDonaldTrump, for working to ensure every LEGAL vote is counted.

RT if you agree!

10:02 AM · Nov 11, 2020 · TweetDeck

One person, one vote. It's that simple. Glad to see Tennessee is joining Texas in support of President @realDonaldTrump. We must protect the sanctity of the ballot box.

Tennessee joins other red states in legal brief supporting Texas voting lawsuit ag...
The Texas lawsuit that other states have joined, including Tennessee, is seen as an last-ditch effort to overturn the 2020 presidential election.

3:58 PM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepChuck/status/1337122579010760706

Chuck Fleischmann
@RepChuck

I am with you @RepMikeJohnson! Where do I sign?

Rep. Mike Johnson
@RepMikeJohnson · Dec 9, 2020

President Trump called me this morning to let me know how much he appreciates the amicus brief we are filing on behalf of Members of Congress. Indeed, “this is the big one!” twitter.com/realDonaldTrump...

2:50 PM · Dec 10, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1345401955502465024

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

I continue to stand with President Trump. We must have one person, one vote. That’s why I will object to the Electoral College certification. We must count only legally cast ballots.

11:09 AM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter Web App
We must protect the integrity of our elections by ensuring only legal votes are counted, and illegal ones are not. I continue to stand with President @realDonaldTrump and support his efforts to bring transparency to our election system.
On January 6, 2021, I will support efforts by my colleagues in the House and Senate to cast light on concerns about the integrity of the 2020 presidential election by objecting during the Electoral College certification.

Read my full statement below -->
fleischmann.house.gov/media/press-re...
https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1345442844308332545

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

The 2020 Presidential Election was rife with voter fraud. Universal mail-in ballots, election irregularities and voter fraud. That’s why I’m objecting to the Electoral College certification on Tuesday.

This claim about election fraud is disputed

Congressman Fleischmann Will Object To The Electoral Colleg... Paid for by Chuck Fleischmann for Congress Committee, Inc., Randall Hebert, Treasurer & chuckforcongress.com

1:52 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1345500625048641537

Chuck Fleischmann
@chuck4congress

I will continue to stand with President @realDonaldTrump and the more than 74 million Americans who voted for him. We cannot stand by without acknowledging the irregularities of this election - we must protect the integrity of our electoral process.

UPDATE: Tennessee U.S. Senator Marsha Blackburn announces... Republican Senator Marsha Blackburn said in a tweet on Wednesday night that she will vote in support of certifying th... & wrcbtv.com

5:42 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepChuck/status/1345763414338101249

Video: “As a great republic we got to make sure that the sanctity of the vote, that the credibility of honest votes being counted and dishonest votes not being counted.”

Chuck Fleischmann 📡
@RepChuck

It's important for Americans to have faith in our elections.

Many Americans have genuine concerns about the integrity of the 2020 election. Certifying and moving on without any type of discussion or investigation will only further erode the faith Americans have in our elections.
**DAY OF –**

https://twitter.com/chuck4congress/status/1346872921046843392 (before riot)

Chuck Fleischmann @chuck4congress

Today, I will object to the certification of the Electoral College. We must protect our election system's integrity by ensuring all legally cast ballots are counted, and illegal ones are not.

12:35 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

**POST-INSURRECTION –**

https://twitter.com/RepChuck/status/1347046476019605504

Chuck Fleischmann @RepChuck

Replying to @RepChuck

It has been reported that over 1 in 4 Americans do not believe this election was legitimate. This is a concerning statistic for our future, & we must do all we can moving forward to restore faith in the foundation of our republic, free & fair elections. 5/

Axios-SurveyMonkey poll: Election fight leaves lasting damage
The poll finds a bitter divide over Wednesday’s electoral vote challenges.

12:04 AM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter Web App
I am deeply concerned about our nation’s future. I believe we desperately need to begin to heal as a nation — impeachment would only throw fuel on the fire.

I will be voting against impeaching President Donald Trump.

My full statement --> fleischmann.house.gov/media/press-re...
I have concerns about the future of our country - we are deeply divided right now. Continuing these impeachment theatrics will only divide us further. That's why I voted AGAINST impeachment. #TN3 elected me to lead, and I will focus on helping our businesses and communities grow.

4:39 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App
MARK GREEN (R-TN-07)
Member, House Armed Services Committee; Member, House Foreign Affairs Committee
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1324551281780920323

Rep. Mark Green 🇺🇸
@RepMarkGreen

Americans want a fair fight. Every legal vote must be counted. That's the American way.
10:16 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1324805382880006144

Rep. Mark Green 🇺🇸
@RepMarkGreen

Counting ballots for the presidency of the United States is too important. We must have FULL transparency. Election officials in every state are duty bound to report violations of state law.
3:06 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1324807515687833600

Rep. Mark Green 🇺🇸
@RepMarkGreen

In Tennessee, we ensure our elections are administered in a fair, open, transparent process and that every vote is counted in accordance with Tennessee law so there’s no question about election integrity.

Looks like Pennsylvania could learn a lesson or two from us.
3:15 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1325498708658712576

Rep. Mark Green  
@RepMarkGreen

30+ members of Congress asked Attorney General Barr and the DOJ to ensure the integrity of our elections. The American people need answers — NOW.

1:01 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1325554842308407300

Rep. Mark Green  
@RepMarkGreen

Lack of transparency leads to questions about the integrity of the election. One thing we can all agree on: The election of the President of the United States is too important to not get right.

4:44 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1325554843700891650

Replying to @RepMarkGreen

There’s plenty of time to make sure all LEGAL votes are counted before the Electoral College meets on December 14.

4:44 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
The rush to declare a winner in Arizona, when there still may have been a path, albeit a very thin one, does nothing but contribute to the frustration & suspicions. Each state has laws governing when they certify a winner. Exactly zero of them involve the media crowning a winner.

8:31 AM · Nov 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

There's nothing wrong with waiting for legal challenges to be adjudicated before the winner of the election is officially declared. Confidence in our electoral system is more important than a rush to judgement.

3:37 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Last week, 30+ Republican members of Congress and I sent a letter to Attorney General Barr urging the Department of Justice to ensure the integrity of our vote counting process. I’m glad to see they are doing just that!

Barr tells DOJ to probe election fraud claims if they exist
WASHINGTON (AP) — Attorney General William Barr has authorized federal prosecutors across the U.S. to pursue “substantial allegations” of voting ...

Americans deserve to have full confidence in our electoral process. We must count all legal votes and wait for the President's claims to be adjudicated. These are reasonable and necessary steps to determining the outcome of this election.
The American people deserve to have confidence in our electoral system.

That’s why I signed @RepCloudTX’s letter encouraging the DOJ to commit to a thorough investigation into voter fraud and irregularities.

Read the letter:

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1333907007947075584
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1334155532551270402

Ensuring our elections are fair, secure, and honest is of the utmost importance.

DOJ must conduct a thorough investigation into allegations of voting irregularities.

Every American deserves to have their voice heard.

https://twitter.com/DrMarkGreen4TN/status/1334912809352777733

Proud to join Congressman Cloud and other colleagues in pressing the DOJ to conduct a thorough investigation on the election fraud allegations.
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1335305440675106817
**Video:** “[President Trump] needs to count every legal vote, every court action needs to happen.”

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1337146642374516742
**Video:** “Unfortunately, last minute changes and weak election laws have resulted in many Americans losing confidence in the results of this election and who can blame them?... One thing is clear: We must get to the bottom of all disputes over election fraud.”

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1337146642374516742
**Video:** “Unfortunately, last minute changes and weak election laws have resulted in many Americans losing confidence in the results of this election and who can blame them?... One thing is clear: We must get to the bottom of all disputes over election fraud.”
https://twitter.com/DrMarkGreen4TN/status/1337149769416847369

Mark E. Green, MD 🌟
@DrMarkGreen4TN

🌟🌟 100+ of my House Republican colleagues and I just urged the Supreme Court to get to hear the Texas case. The American people deserve to have confidence in the election.

More than 100 House Republicans sign brief backing Texas lawsuit
More than 100 House Republicans on Thursday signed an amicus brief in support of the Texas lawsuit aimed at overturning the election results in four swing states...

普及thehill.com

4:38 PM · Dec 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1337464662162595842

Rep. Mark Green
@RepMarkGreen

We must have a transparent election process, one free of fraud and irregularities, and that’s why I’ve joined my colleagues in filing a brief before #SCOTUS.

Now is the time to take action to protect our Republic.

Rep. Mike Johnson
@RepMikeJohnson · Dec 10, 2020

Proud to lead over 100 of my colleagues in filing an amicus brief to express our concern with the integrity of the 2020 election--& our election system in the future. We believe this suit filed by Texas, supported by 17 other states, merits full & careful consideration by SCOTUS.

Show this thread
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1341178994004246531

* Rep. Mark Green @RepMarkGreen

Asking for a secure & honest election doesn’t make me a rat, it makes me a responsible representative of my district.

Our gov’t is built on consent of the governed. I want to make sure that the people’s consent was actually given, not manipulated by fraud or mismanagement.

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1343647913612742658

* Rep. Mark Green @RepMarkGreen

The left used the pandemic as an excuse to implement mass-mail-in voting. This made our election less secure and increased the chance of fraud and mismanagement. We can’t let mass mail-in-voting become the norm.

Learn how voting by mail is safe and secure

https://twitter.com/ByronYork/status/1483542674546683392

* Byron York @ByronYork

A 2021 debate. Many Democrats argued that a massive increase in voting by mail was necessary in 2020 because the pandemic made in-person voting unsafe. Now they’ll argue that it must be made permanent, long after the pandemic is gone. washingtonpost.com/opinions/what--...

Rep. Mark Green
@RepMarkGreen

My statement supporting the objection to the Electoral College certification on Jan 6:

Rep. Mark Green Supports Objection to Electoral College Certification on Jan. 6

WASHINGTON—Today, Rep. Mark Green issued the following statement:

“Over the last two months, I’ve heard from countless constituents who have no confidence in the outcome of the presidential election in certain states. And who can blame them? I tried to sound the alarms for nearly a year in House Homeland Security Committee and Oversight Committee hearings that the increase in mail-in balloting and last-minute changes to election laws could lead to confusion, fraud, and distrust. Sadly, those warnings were not heeded.

On January 6, 2021, Congress will receive and certify the Electoral College results. Congressman Mo Brooks and Senator Josh Hawley are filing objections to certain states’ electors, which will force the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate to examine and debate the evidence from each state.

In recent years, Congressional Democrats have set the precedent for objecting to the certification of certain states’ Electoral College results. In 2005, then-Senator Barbara Boxer became the only Senator in recent history to join a Member of the House in filing an objection, to draw attention to election laws that, in her view, needed reform.

I believe there’s nothing more important than giving the American people confidence in our election system. While I do share serious concerns about Congress’ Constitutional role in our federalist system of government, if nothing was out of line, what reason do we have to oppose such a motion, so the entire nation can see the evidence presented clearly and make a determination on their own?

On behalf of my constituents in Tennessee’s 7th District who sent me to Washington to be their voice, I will be supportive of an objection on January 6.”

###

12:38 PM · Dec 30, 2020 · Twitter Web App

“Over the last two months, I’ve heard from countless constituents who have no confidence in the outcome of the presidential election in certain states. And who can blame them? I tried to sound the alarms for nearly a year in House Homeland Security Committee and Oversight Committee hearings that the increase in mail-in balloting and last-minute changes to election laws could lead to confusion, fraud, and distrust. Sadly, those warnings were not heeded.
Since the election, I have been fighting to make sure only legal votes are counted and every allegation of substantial voter fraud or irregularity is investigated. And on Wednesday, I will join in objecting to the Electoral College certification process.

Tennessee U.S. Rep. Mark Green Explains Why He Supports Objection to Electoral... U.S. Rep. Mark Green (R-TN-07) announced Wednesday that he will support an objection to the Electoral College certification on January 6 of next year to ...

tennesseestar.com
https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1346257201871138816

@GOPLeader is completely right. 

We need transparent and secure elections if we ever want to see our Nation united again.

The House should debate the integrity of the elections to unite... House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy says, 'We have to make sure that our elections are accountable, have integrity and are...

7:48 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App

DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1346820063060377605 (before riot)

There's nothing more important than giving the American people confidence in our election system.

Today, I will object.
The people of TN-7 have been clear: They have serious questions about the outcome of the election. As their voice in Congress, I will vote to object to certain states’ Electoral College certification. The integrity of our elections is too important to rush—we must get this right!

10:13 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

We should welcome EVERY opportunity we have to examine the evidence and debate it.

The American people deserve full confidence in the integrity of our elections.

10:26 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Congress should examine and debate the evidence. If nothing was out of line, we have no reason to oppose such a motion.

11:34 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Since the election, I’ve heard from countless Tennesseans who have serious doubts about the integrity of the 2020 presidential election. /1

12:19 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Here in the United States, the right of citizens to elect their leaders is the bedrock of our exceptional nation. Any single illegal vote counted means another American’s vote has been disenfranchised. /2

Moments from now, in the Joint Session of Congress, I will be a voice for my constituents and join in objecting to the slates of electors from certain states. /3

Every opportunity we have to examine the evidence and debate it for the American people to see should be welcomed, not feared. Worse than a slight delay or inconvenience is a divided nation with serious doubts about their elections. /4

While today’s certification of electoral votes by Congress is the final step in this election, it cannot, and will not be the end of our fight to ensure fair and free elections in the future. I will continue to fight for stronger election laws for our Republic. /5
https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1347040691805945857 (after riot)

@RepMarkGreen

Today was supposed to be about the integrity of our elections. What we ended up with was a national disgrace.

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1347296018862379009

@RepMarkGreen

Last night, Congress fulfilled its Constitutional duty to certify the votes of the Electoral College. /1

4:36 PM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

@RepMarkGreen · Jan 7

Replying to @RepMarkGreen

While Congress’ certification is the final step in this election, it will not be the end of our fight to strengthen the integrity of our elections and restore the trust of the American people. /2
https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1347305762826067969

Video: “I want to think about the heart of the people in this country. You look at what happened in Portland, you look at what happened in Chicago, you look at what happened in Detroit, there’s something deeply going on here, and we have to look at the heart of America.”

Rep. Mark Green 🔄 @RepMarkGreen · Jan 7

The Capitol is a symbol of freedom and democracy. To watch it be taken over by a mob yesterday was heart-wrenching.

It's clear our country has a heart condition, and we need to figure out what it is.
https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1349110129413775361 – Highlights added by staff.

Rep. Mark Green  
@RepMarkGreen

My statement on Congress’ impeachment vote:

Rep. Mark Green Statement on Congress’ Impeachment Vote  
markgreen.house.gov

WASHINGTON—Today, Rep. Mark Green released the following statement:

“Our country just witnessed an unthinkable act of violence against our Capitol, and I’m grateful law enforcement continues to bring those who committed the crime to justice. Now is the time for this country to come together. Unity can only be achieved by focusing on where we find common ground instead of drawing new battle lines. Sadly, the efforts to impeach a President with only a week remaining in his term will only tear us further apart.

The rioting we’ve seen this past year—in cities across this country and at the Capitol—manifest that our nation is bitterly divided. Half the country has serious questions about the integrity of the election; the other half believes the President incited an insurrection. Some see hypocrisy and complete disdain from Washington; others see a fundamentally unjust system. Communities have been bitterly divided, and many have lost friends. It seems some have forgotten that we are all Americans.

So much of the American story has been about people from all walks of life coming together as one people. This kind of unity is uniquely American, but today, we have too many people choosing division instead of unity, personality and party instead of ‘one nation under God.’ We live in the greatest, most exceptional nation in world history. We can come together once again.

Every one of us has a role to play in bridging the divide. I urge all Americans to get off social media, and instead, talk with your neighbors, go to your house of worship, and call that family member you always argue with at Thanksgiving. And I hope President-elect Biden will ask his Congressional colleagues to work toward uniting the country instead of pursuing a rushed impeachment that will only deepen the wedge between us.”

###
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1349120544306819072

Video: “The rioting that we’ve seen this past year in cities across this country – and at the Capitol – manifests that our nation is deeply divided.

Unity can only be achieved by focusing on where we can find common ground instead of drawing new battle lines.

The effort to impeach a President with only a week remaining in his term will only further tear us apart.
H.R. 1 is yet another obscene attempt to consolidate power for the radical left.

I strongly opposed H.R. 1 last Congress, and will continue to fight against Washington elites trying to tell Tennessee how to operate.
DIANA HARSHBARGER (R-TN-01)
Member, House Education and Labor Committee; Member, House Homeland Security Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1324770872436133888

Count every LEGAL vote.

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1324885125251932160

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.
https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1324908457913356290 (retweet)

John Rose (@RepJohnRose)

BREAKING: Today, I joined 38 other House Republicans in sending a letter to Attorney General Barr urging the @TheJusticeDept to use its resources to ensure the integrity of this election. We must fight voter fraud until every LEGAL vote is counted. cloud.house.gov/uploadedfiles/

9:56 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1324805382880006144 (retweet)

Rep. Mark Green (@RepMarkGreen)

Counting ballots for the presidency of the United States is too important. We must have FULL transparency. Election officials in every state are duty bound to report violations of state law.

3:06 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1325181660506288128

Diana Harshbarger (@DHarshbargerTN1)

This.

Steve Scalise (@SteveScalise · Nov 7, 2020)

The election isn’t over until all legal votes are counted and certified. There are still serious legal challenges that have been made, and until that process is resolved, the election is not final.

The American people deserve a fair and transparent process.

4:01 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
We are with you @realDonaldTrump
twitter.com/realdonaldtrum...
Trust in our election process is fundamental for democracy.

Thank you @realDonaldTrump for fighting to make sure our elections are free and fair.

Retweet if you stand with our President!

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1333208653667700736

I stand with @realDonaldTrump!

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1333148264582017031
Harshbarger announces full support of Texas Lawsuit
https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1336740872793231361

Harshbarger announces full support of Texas Lawsuit

(Kingsport, TN) - Congresswoman-elect Diana Harshbarger made the following statement after the announcement of the Texas Attorney General's lawsuit against Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

"I am happy to see that Texas and President Donald Trump are fighting to make sure that every legal ballot is counted. There is a clear need for a thorough review of the changes made to the election process in those states."

"I wholly support this challenge and encourage elected officials at every level to do the same. Americans need to know they can trust the election process."

Tennessee will be joining the Texas lawsuit it seems.

https://twitter.com/SenFrankNiceley/status/1336775623180771329 (retweet)
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1344644094124023813 – Highlight added by staff.

Diana Harshbarger
@DHarshbargerTN1

On Jan 6 when the Electoral College meets, I will join my other GOP Colleges in objecting.

I stand for free and fair elections, and I am ready to fight for Tennessee and our Country.

See my full statement below.

@realDonaldTrump

Harshbarger announcement on challenging Electoral College Certification

(Kingsport, TN) - Congresswoman-elect Diana Harshbarger made the following statement regarding the Electoral College certification:

"On January 6th, when the 117th Congress convenes for the Joint Session, I will support an objection to the certification of the Electoral College vote for the states that failed to count all legal ballots. Earlier this month, I joined many of my freshmen colleagues in signing a letter to Speaker Pelosi that highlighted the importance of guaranteeing every U.S. citizen’s right to vote in a free and fair election and that being key to protecting our Constitutional Republic.

"I believe it is the duty of Congress to ensure that right. Multiple states are engaged in litigation and thousands of witnesses have submitted sworn affidavits of reported fraud related to the 2020 presidential election. Our constituents demand that these reported gross violations of our elections process are investigated seriously with the intent of restoring confidence in our electoral process."

###
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/WJHL11/status/1344645738240876544 (retweet)

Diana Harshbarger Retweeted

https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1344707651322699776

Diana Harshbarger announces intent to object Electoral College vote certification

KINGSPORT, Tenn. (WJHL) – Congresswoman-elect Diana Harshbarger has announced she plans to challenge the certification of the Electoral College votes ...

9:05 AM · Dec 31, 2020 · SocialFlow

Thank you @HawleyMO

Josh Hawley @HawleyMO · Dec 30, 2020

Somebody has to stand up. 74 million Americans are not going to be told their voices don't matter

1:11 PM · Dec 31, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
This from the people who spent the last four years shouting “Russia, Russia, Russia”! Only to find out the Steele Dossier was based on the rantings of a Russian spy. Oops

Amy Klobuchar To Ted Cruz And Other GOP Senators Blocking Biden Certification...
"This is embarrassing," the Democratic senator from Minnesota said.

8:43 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepHarshbarger/status/1346205730358095873 – Highlight added by staff.

Rep. Diana Harshbarger 🔄
@RepHarshbarger

On Wednesday, I will stand up for election integrity and support an objection to the certification of the Electoral College vote for the states that failed to count all legal ballots. Read my full statement below⬇️

---

**Congresswoman Diana Harshbarger Statement on Challenging Electoral College Certification**

Washington, D.C. - Congresswoman Diana Harshbarger made the following statement regarding the Electoral College certification:

"On January 6th, when the 117th Congress convenes for the Joint Session, I will support an objection to the certification of the Electoral College vote for the states that failed to count all legal ballots. Earlier this month, I joined many of my freshmen colleagues in signing a letter to Speaker Pelosi that highlighted the importance of guaranteeing every U.S. citizen’s right to vote in a free and fair election and that being key to protecting our Constitutional Republic.

"I believe it is the duty of Congress to ensure that right. Multiple states are engaged in litigation and thousands of witnesses have submitted sworn affidavits of reported fraud related to the 2020 presidential election. Our constituents demand that these reported gross violations of our elections process are investigated seriously with the intent of restoring confidence in our electoral process."

###

4:23 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepHarshbarger/status/1346869319246950401 (before riot)

I'm proud to join @RepMikeJohnson in the fight for election integrity today!

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepHarshbarger/status/1347223482795520010

Big tech should not censor the leader of the free world and restrict his ability to communicate directly to the American people, especially during a critical moment in our nation such as right now. Facebook and Twitter should restore @realDonaldTrump's accounts immediately!
Simon & Schuster is promoting democracy by silencing a Republican’s book highlighting how big tech is silencing Republicans?

It is so dishonest for anyone to try to define Hawley’s purpose yesterday as being about “insurrection”, “treason” or “sedition”.

Simon & Schuster Cancels Plans for Senator Hawley’s Book
The publisher faced calls to drop the Missouri Republican’s upcoming book, “The Tyranny of Big Tech,” following criticism of his efforts to overturn the presidential...

nytimes.com

6:26 PM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

11:10 AM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Video: “The American people see a double standard. They see a standard applied on the left for those who commit violence and a standard applied on the right for those who commit violence.”

Today, I spoke on the House floor for the first time to oppose the impeachment of President Trump. Watch my speech here. Like, and retweet below.
https://twitter.com/DHarshbargerTN1/status/1355170174945656833

Diana Harshbarger
@DHarshbargerTN1

Thank you, President Trump, for your commitment to helping us take back the House and Senate in 2022!

Kevin McCarthy
@kevinomccarthy · Jan 28
United and ready to win in '22. mccarthyforcongress.com/statement-foll...

10:05 AM · Jan 29, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
"We must continue to ensure our elections are transparent and fair for all Americans by counting all legal ballots. The President is within his rights to ensure that any possible voting irregularities are investigated and brought before the judicial system. Elections are a hallmark of American democracy and we must continue to preserve the integrity of this process."

Rep. David Kustoff
7:06 PM · Nov 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepDavidKustoff/status/1346883770562080770 (before riot) – Highlights added by staff.

My statement on the 2020 Electoral College certification:

“Over the past two months, I have heard and listened to countless West Tennesseans who are concerned about the integrity of the 2020 election. Free and fair elections are the cornerstone of our democracy. Right now, many Americans have lost faith in our election system. To the thousands of West Tennesseans who have reached out to me in the past few weeks concerned about the lack of ballot integrity - please know that I hear you and it is my duty to serve as your voice in Washington.

Numerous sworn affidavits with election irregularities remain unsolved, including reports of voter fraud, violation of election laws, and the casting of illegal ballots. These irregularities are worthy of further discussion and debate by the House of Representatives before there is a vote for certification. The people of West Tennessee want a thorough investigation and debate conducted into these allegations of fraud and irregularities. As their elected representative, I am their voice during this vote. I do not make these decisions lightly.

The shared concern for election integrity must be addressed, and the validity of the 2020 Presidential Election must be verified.

As your Member of Congress, I am committed to restoring the faith of the American people in our elections. Therefore, today I will object to certification.”
JOHN ROSE (R-TN-06)
Member, House Financial Services Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/132446510355743744

Americans deserve better than to be left to speculate about the honesty & fairness of the elections in other states that will determine our next President. The trickling in of ballots beyond election day invites opportunities for fraud from bad actors. This practice must change.

4:34 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1324466033541980160

Presidential campaigns are right to bring in legal teams where votes continue to flow in beyond Election Day. The door for cheating only opens wider as fraudsters know exactly how many votes their candidate must have to win. (1/2)

4:38 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1324501753409150976

I stand with our President in his fight for full transparency and accountability. We deserve a fair election and nothing less than valid, vetted results will give us that.

7:00 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · TweetDeck
https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1324503291804459013

John Rose @RepJohnRose

Our president is fighting for an honest, fair election process. I stand firmly with him. There is too much at stake not to fully vet the votes.

7:06 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1324908457913356290

John Rose @RepJohnRose

BREAKING: Today, I joined 38 other House Republicans in sending a letter to Attorney General Barr urging the @TheJusticeDept to use its resources to ensure the integrity of this election. We must fight voter fraud until every LEGAL vote is counted.

cloud.house.gov/uploadedfiles/...

9:56 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1324757014057226240

John Rose @JohnRoseforTN

I agree. Every LEGAL cast should be counted, and the ILLEGAL ones should not be. It’s that simple.

Ivanka Trump @IvankaTrump · Nov 6, 2020

Every legally cast vote should be counted. Every illegally cast vote should not. This should not be controversial.

This is not a partisan statement — free and fair elections are the foundation of our democracy. 🇺🇸

11:54 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter Web App
If there is nothing to hide, why not continue the long standing practice of allowing poll watchers?

Uncertainty breeds distrust.

We deserve to have an electoral process that not only protects our most sacred right, but is one that we can trust.

Some say they want all votes counted. I say we want all LEGAL votes counted. The difference is clear and critical.
https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1325606611713478656

John Rose
@RepJohnRose

Universal mail-in voting (sending every registered voter a ballot by mail whether they request it or not) has shaken many Americans' confidence in the election process. Many ballots went to wrong addresses and/or were never received at all, leaving the door open to fraud. (1/2)

Learn how voting by mail is safe and secure

8:10 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1325931678611742720

John Rose
@JohnRoseforTN

All Georgians are asking for is a fair and transparent election process, but @GaSecofState is failing to deliver. Again. He should take a page from Tennessee's @sectrehargett in providing transparency and accountability. I stand with @KLoeffler & @Perduesenate.

David Perdue
@Perduesenate · Nov 9, 2020

"The Secretary of State has failed to deliver honest and transparent elections. He has failed the people of Georgia, and he should step down immediately." Joint statement with @KLoeffler #GASen #gapol

"The management of Georgia elections has become an embarrassment for our state. Georgians are outraged, and rightly so. We have been clear from the beginning: every legal vote cast should be counted. Any illegal vote must not. And there must be transparency and uniformity in the counting process. This isn't hard. This isn't partisan. This is American. We believe when there are failures, they need to be called out -- even when it's in your own party. There have been too many failures in Georgia elections this year and the most recent election has shined a national light on the problems. While blame certainly lies elsewhere as well, the buck ultimately stops with the Secretary of State. The mismanagement and lack of transparency from the Secretary of State is unacceptable. Honest elections are paramount to the foundation of our democracy. The Secretary of State has failed to deliver honest and transparent elections. He has failed the people of Georgia, and he should step down immediately."
https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1326164003505270785

Join us in standing with President @realDonaldTrump. We must protect the sanctity of the ballot box.

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1337165685877825537

We must protect the integrity of our elections, so I joined @RepMikeJohnson in sending a joint amicus brief to #SCOTUS in support of the petitioners in the case of TX v. PA.
The American people deserve to have complete faith in our elections. That is why I stand with President @realDonaldTrump to ensure transparency and make sure every LEGAL vote is counted.

5:48 PM · Nov 10, 2020 · TweetDeck

Democrats advocated for these election processes knowing many votes would arrive well after election day. They should stop trying to horse whip Americans into accepting a new President when we haven’t even finished counting the votes in the system they proposed.

11:14 AM · Nov 14, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1331415445371572225

President @realDonaldTrump is working to protect the integrity of our election system. That means one person, one vote. I continue to stand with President Trump and his efforts.

8:52 PM · Nov 24, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1331700585347866632

I agree with President @realDonaldTrump, we must ensure every legally cast vote is counted.

RT if you agree!

3:45 PM · Nov 25, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1332355250242551809

Americans deserve a fair election system process. That’s what President @realDonaldTrump is fighting for, and I continue to stand with him.

11:07 AM · Nov 27, 2020 · TweetDeck

Every American, in both parties, should want an investigation to take place to ensure we have an honest election, & the ultimate winner may move forward with the confidence of all Americans, not just slightly more than half of all Americans.

OPINION: Election integrity matters
Voting is the beating heart of our republic, and every eligible, legal American citizen should have the opportunity to ...
johnrose.house.gov

11:48 AM · Dec 15, 2020 · Twitter Web App

We have learned a lot in the 2020 election about what doesn't work, and the universal mail-in voting test has resulted in chaos. It is well documented that mail-in ballots increase the danger of fraud, abuse and administrative errors in counting votes. Many ballots went to wrong addresses, old addresses or were never received at all. We have also heard numerous accounts of citizens who say they showed up at the polls on election day to vote only to learn that someone, somewhere had already fraudulently voted in their name via mail-in ballot.

... Our nation will suffer if we allow partisanship to come before what should be a nonpartisan goal of ensuring the integrity of our elections. Elections must simultaneously determine a winner while also causing the loser and their supporters. however disappointed they might be, to trust and accept the outcome. Americans are resilient and have long accepted that you win some and you lose some. But a rigged game is not one we will accept.
The legal process needs time to play out before a definitive winner of the presidential election can be determined and our current constitutional calendar does not allow enough time to answer this question.

1:35 PM · Dec 23, 2020 · Twitter Web App

If you never actually investigate evidence of voter fraud, you cannot claim that evidence of voter fraud doesn’t exist. The American people deserve a careful investigation into these allegations of widespread voter fraud.

America Won't Trust Elections Until The Voter Fraud Is Investigated
If all the evidence of voter fraud is not investigated and properly accounted for, half of America will believe the election is a fraud no matter who wins.

🔗 thefederalist.com

12:27 PM · Dec 22, 2020 · Twitter Web App
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1346844814084603908 (before riot) – Excerpt selected by staff.

I have heard from an overwhelming number of Tennesseans in my district who have serious concerns over the 2020 election process. Last night, I signed onto the formal objections against electoral college vote submissions from AZ, GA, MI, NV, PA, & WI. While this action may (1/3)

10:43 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

not reverse the blatant failure of some states to properly vet the votes, I believe Congress should at least discuss the concerns of the many people who are dissatisfied w/ the mishandled election process that will define the presumptive Biden Presidency for years to come. (2/3)

Read my full statement here: (3/3)

Rose Formally Objects to 2020 Election Certification
WASHINGTON—Today, Representative John Rose (TN-6) signed on to the formal objections against elector... johnrose.house.gov

“I have heard from an overwhelming number of Tennesseans in my district who have serious concerns over the 2020 election process,” said Rose. “While this action may not reverse the blatant failure of some states to properly vet the votes, I believe Congress should at least discuss the concerns of the many people who are dissatisfied with the mishandled election process that will define the presumptive Biden Presidency for years to come.”
https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1347037374170148865 (after riot)

John Rose
@RepJohnRose

I just voted to OBJECT to certify the results from Arizona. Tennesseans have reasonable doubts about the election results of this and other states with irregularities.

11:28 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App

POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1347086884179238912

John Rose
@RepJohnRose

I also voted to OBJECT to certify the PA results. The debate today was an important opportunity to voice the concerns of the millions of Americans who have lost their trust in our election process. (1/2)

2:45 AM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1347927861970104322

John Rose
@JohnRoseforTN

It’s imperative that we protect the integrity of our electoral system in this country. Tennesseans should not be unfairly impacted by the shortcuts taken in elections by other states. That’s why I opposed the certification of the Electoral College results.

10:27 AM · Jan 9, 2021 · TweetDeck
Words mean a lot. When I make a commitment, I don’t take it lightly. I kept my commitment & OBJECTED to each states’ electoral college votes that had obvious issues, most obviously failing to follow their own states’ laws.

1:14 PM · Jan 9, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

The Capitol of the United States is a building. The people are the republic. Walling off the Capitol like a fortress for the political elite while those same elitists allowed cities and businesses to be vandalized for months last year is at best tone-deaf.

10:22 AM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App

This unending, unproductive effort toward impeachment is divisive, purely political, and more of the same. Calls for unity and togetherness are awfully sanctimonious when such an obvious double standard exists.

10:49 AM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1349509338713497601

Tennesseans, I'm with you and AGAINST impeachment.
7:11 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1354093557951426562

I joined John Bachman on @newsmax yesterday and talked about the problem with our press standing in as the experts in the room on the issues that matter. Listen here:

Rep. Rose to Newsmax TV: Fix Can't Be in By Press on Voter Fraud Allegations
Rep. John Rose, R-Tenn., says Sen. Rand Paul is absolutely right in his criticism of how the press has responded to allegations of voter fraud in the 2020 presidenti... newsmax.com

10:47 AM · Jan 26, 2021 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/JohnRoseforTN/status/1354108629931225089

The Senate should stop trying to impeach a former President and private citizen in Florida and instead make vaccine roll out the priority. We're ready to get out from under the thumb of government mandates and get back to our lives.

11:47 AM · Jan 26, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepJohnRose/status/1354823825461026816

By turning the impeachment process into their favorite go-to, partisan weapon to repeatedly wield against a former president, Democrats have seriously diminished the solemn nature the impeachment process was supposed to represent.

11:09 AM · Jan 28, 2021 · Twitter Web App

###